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Ciclo de lectura
STATE 0 The read cycle starts in state 0 (S0). The processor places valid function codes on FC0–FC2 and drives R/W high to identify a read cycle.
STATE 1 Entering state 1 (S1), the processor drives a valid address on the address bus.
STATE 2 On the rising edge of state 2 (S2), the processor asserts AS and UDS, LDS, or DS.
STATE 3 During state 3 (S3), no bus signals are altered.
STATE 4 During state 4 (S4), the processor waits for a cycle termination signal (DTACK ) or VPA, an M6800 peripheral signal. When VPA is asserted

during S4, the cycle becomes a peripheral cycle. If neither termination signal is asserted before the falling edge at the end of S4, the processor inserts
wait states (full clock cycles) until either DTACK is asserted.

STATE 5 During state 5 (S5), no bus signals are altered.
STATE 6 During state 6 (S6), data from the device is driven onto the data bus.
STATE 7 On the falling edge of the clock entering state 7 (S7), the processor latches data from the addressed device and negates AS, UDS, and LDS. At the rising

edge of S7, the processor places the address bus in the high impedance state. The device negates DTACK at this time.

NOTE During an active bus cycle, VPA and are sampled on every falling edge of the clock beginning with S4, and data is latched on the falling edge of S6
during a read cycle. The bus cycle terminates in S7, except when is asserted in the absence of DTACK. In that case, the bus cycle terminates one clock
cycle later in S9.



Ciclo de escritura
STATE 0 The write cycle starts in S0. The processor places valid function codes on FC2–FC0 and drives R/W high (if a preceding write cycle has left R/W low).
STATE 1 Entering S1, the processor drives a valid address on the address bus.
STATE 2 On the rising edge of S2, the processor asserts AS and drives R/W low.
STATE 3 During S3, the data bus is driven out of the high-impedance state as the data to be written is placed on the bus.
STATE 4 At the rising edge of S4, the processor asserts UDS, or LDS. The processor waits for a cycle termination signal (DTACK ) or VPA, an M6800

peripheral signal. When VPA is asserted during S4, the cycle becomes a peripheral cycle. If neither termination signal is asserted before the falling
edge at the end of S4, the processor inserts wait states (full clock cycles) until either DTACK is asserted.

STATE 5 During S5, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 6 During S6, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 7 On the falling edge of the clock entering S7, the processor negates AS, UDS, or LDS. As the clock rises at the end of S7, the processor places the

address and data buses in the high-impedance state, and drives R/W high. The device negates DTACK at this time.



Ciclo de lectura-modificación-escritura
STATES 8–11 The bus signals are unaltered during S8–

S11, during which the arithmetic logic unit
makes appropriate modifications to the data.

STATE 12 The write portion of the cycle starts in S12.
The valid function codes on FC2–FC0, the
address bus lines, AS, and R/W remain
unaltered.

STATE 13 During S13, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 14 On the rising edge of S14, the processor

drives R/W low.
STATE 15 During S15, the data bus is driven out of the

high-impedance state as the data to be written
are placed on the bus.

STATE 16 At the rising edge of S16, the processor
asserts LDS, or DS. The processor waits for
DTACK or VPA, an M6800 peripheral
signal. When VPA is asserted during S16, the
cycle becomes a peripheral cycle. If neither
termination signal is asserted before the falling
edge at the end of S16, the processor inserts
wait states (full clock cycles) until either DTACK

is asserted.
STATE 17 During S17, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 18 During S18, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 19 On the falling edge of the clock entering S19,

the processor negates AS, LDS, and DS. As the
clock rises at the end of S19, the processor
places the address and data buses in the high-
impedance state, and drives R/W high. The
device negates DTACK at this time.

STATE 0 The read cycle starts in S0. The processor places valid function codes on FC2–FC0 and
drives R/W high to identify a read cycle.

STATE 1 Entering S1, the processor drives a valid address on the address bus.
STATE 2 On the rising edge of S2, the processor asserts AS and LDS, or DS.
STATE 3 During S3, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 4 During S4the processor waits for a cycle termination signal (DTACK ) or VPA, an

M6800 peripheral signal. When VPA is asserted during S4, the cycle becomes a
peripheral cycle. If neither termination signal is asserted before the falling edge at the
end of S4, the processor inserts wait states (full clock cycles) until either DTACK
is asserted.

STATE 5 During S5, no bus signals are altered.
STATE 6 During S6, data from the device are driven onto the data bus.
STATE 7 On the falling edge of the clock entering S7, the processor accepts data from the device

and negates LDS, and D S. The device negates DTACK or BERR at this time.



Ciclo de reconocimiento de interrupción
(Espacio de CPU: FC0-1-2=111)

The interrupt acknowledge cycle places the level of the
interrupt being acknowledged on address bits A3–A1
and drives all other address lines high. The interrupt
acknowledge cycle reads a vector number when the
interrupting device places a vector number on the data
bus and asserts DTACK to acknowledge the cycle.

Alternately, the interrupt acknowledge cycle can be
autovectored. The interrupt acknowledge cycle is the
same, except the interrupting device asserts VPA
instead of DTACK. For an autovectored interrupt, the
vector number used is $18 plus the interrupt level. This
is generated internally by the microprocessor when VPA
is asserted on an interrupt acknowledge cycle. DTACK
and VPA should never be simultaneously asserted.



Ciclo de reconocimiento de interrupción
(un circuito de interrupción e IACK)



Reconocimiento de interrupciones: un circuito que las genera



Ciclos síncronos
Los 4 estados iniciales son los habituales en la iniciación de un ciclo de lectura/escritura.
El procesador queda esperando a DTACK/VPA(Valid Peripheral Address)/ BERR.
Cuando aparece VPA “entiende” que se trata de una transferencia síncrona con la señal E (generada por él mismo manteniéndola baja durante 6 ciclos

de CLK y alta durante 4 ciclos)
Espera (si es necesario) a que E esté baja, y activa (baja) VMA (Valid Memory Address), que participa en el CS (Chip Select) del periférico.
El periférico realiza la acción (lectura/escritura) durante el estado alto de E. Si es una lectura, el procesador la realiza en el estado S6.

El “mejor caso”, que se da cuando el ciclo anterior termina
justo en el flanco de bajada de E (al procesador le da tiempo
a ver que E está baja tras ver la VPA). Se introducen los
mínimos estados de espera para sincronizar con E.

El peor caso se da cuando VPA aparece cuando faltan menos
de dos ciclos para que E suba (el procesador no tiene tiempo
de comprobar el estado e E como bajo).

Hay que tener en cuenta que los instantes en que terminan los ciclos asíncronos y E no se mantienen sincronizados (en la fig. 1 lo están y en la 2 no). 



Cesión de buses

También existe un protocolo de cesión a 2 hilos (BR-BG)

Bus arbitration is a technique used by bus master devices to request, to be granted, and to acknowledge bus mastership. Bus 
arbitration consists of the following:

1. Asserting a bus mastership request
2. Receiving a grant indicating that the bus is available at the end of the current cycle
3. Acknowledging that mastership has been assumed 

*Este gráfico es bastante impreciso



Ciclos: todos los intervalos tienen sus ”timings”.
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